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We investigate electron parallel pressure balance in the scrape-off layer (SOL) of

deuterium-generated radiative divertor discharges under both ELMing H–mode and L–mode

operating conditions. Electron pressure near the midplane and in the divertor are obtained

from Thomson scattering measurements. Ti-profiles are measured only for the midplane SOL.

The partially detached divertor regime (PDD) is established when sufficient cold

deuterium gas is injected during ELMing H–mode (or L–mode) operation to trigger the

formation of a high density, highly radiative region extending from near the X–point down

toward the divertor target. Electron density near the X–point is  at least an order of magnitude

greater than that found at the midplane or near the divertor separatrix intercept, as was

initially inferred in Refs. 1,2. In this regime, the electron pressure between the midplane

separatrix and the X–point may drop by ~2–3 times. A further reduction in the electron

pressure along the separatrix is observed between the X–point and the divertor target (~3–4

times). However, we have observed that the electron pressure appears to increase between the

midplane and divertor target along flux surfaces farther into the SOL, which suggests that

parallel momentum is being transferred radially outward from the separatrix flux surface. The

distributions of highest radiated power density and highest electron pressure in the outer

divertor leg extend across the magnetic flux surfaces and are roughly coincident with each

other. The above results are in contrast to non-gas injected cases, where electron pressure

along the separatrix (and in the SOL) may drop by, at most, a factor of two between the

midplane and the divertor target.

Low and moderate input power cases (≤ 10 MW) are considered in this paper. In

particular, successful PDD operation at low  power input (~2 times the L–H mode transition

power) is presented and its applicability to an ITER-type device (which could operate in a

regime near the L–H threshold) is discussed.
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